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ABSTRACT: Each election cycle, millions of Americans register with their state to exercise the most fundamental of their constitutionally-protected rights—the right to vote. As part of the registration process, states request several highly sensitive pieces of information from individual voters. Voters may be required to disclose their name, address, date of birth, Social Security number, party affiliation, and more. States, in turn, compile this data and distribute it to third parties. This distribution of voter registration data has left the American populace exposed to identity theft, stalking, election manipulation, and more. This Note suggests Congress should pass a new federal statute to curtail the distribution of voter registration data. This statute would restrict who can access voter data, the purposes for which that data can be used, and what personal information can be distributed as part of a voter record. Additionally, the law would create a national Address Confidentiality Program to ensure domestic violence victims could cast a ballot without placing themselves in danger. Lastly, the statute would mandate new data security measures, so highly personal information does not make its way into the hands of people who might use it to wreak havoc.
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Five days after his inauguration, President Trump announced he would “be asking for a major investigation into VOTER FRAUD, including those registered to vote in two states.” Following through on this promise, his administration created the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity to root out fraudulent voting behaviors. Despite scant evidence of any substantive voter fraud, the Commission, headed by Vice President Mike
Pence and Kansas Secretary of State Kris Kobach, was charged with “study[ing] vulnerabilities in voting systems . . . that could lead to improper voter registrations, improper voting, fraudulent voter registrations, and fraudulent voting.”

To effectuate this purpose, the Commission reached out to individual states and requested certain pieces of voter registration data. The states were supposed to provide the Commission with each individual voter’s full name, address, birthday, party affiliation, Social Security Number, voter registration status, criminal record, military history, and dual citizenship information.

Many states were outraged by the request, calling it: “disingenuous,” “inappropriate,” “an attempt to legitimize voter suppression,” and “bogus.” The Mississippi Secretary of State eloquently suggested “[the Commission]
can go jump in the Gulf of Mexico,” then further noted that “Mississippi is a
great state to launch from.”

Initially, 44 states refused to comply with the Commission’s request. While the Commission garnered national criticism, local media outlets and individual voters began to realize something equally troubling to the request itself: Most of the requested data was already considered public information. In fact, almost all voter data could be found easily online or bought cheaply from individual states. The Commission folded after uncovering no signs of

voter fraud,14 but questions lingered about the public nature of voting data: Why was all this information considered public record? Who has access to this data? Are there any protections or limitations on this highly sensitive information?15

This Note begins, in Part II, by breaking down the history and legality of voter registration laws. Part III explains how the current system of voter registration data storage and dissemination has created the potential for identity theft, stalking, data breaches, and more. The Note culminates in Part IV by advocating for a new federal statute that would shield voter registration data from actors, foreign and domestic, who would misuse this sensitive information.

II. DISENFRANCHISEMENT, FRAUD, AND RACISM: THE HISTORY OF AMERICAN VOTER REGISTRATION

Every two years, millions of Americans weave their way through a burdensome and, oftentimes, confusing registration process to fulfill the most basic of civic duties: voting. As of September 2018, 49 out of 50 states and the District of Columbia require their residents to pre-register before casting a ballot.16 Each state has their own guidelines and procedures for conducting elections and registering voters with some minimal federal guidance.17 Voters who fail to abide by their state’s registration procedures can be barred from
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17. See Register to Vote, supra note 16 (explaining state voter registration procedures generally).
participating in the ensuing election. This Section explores the long history of voter registration in America, the current voter registration system, and how voter registration data is stored and distributed.

A. VOTER REGISTRATION AND THE CONSTITUTION

In a quintessential example of federalism, the American founding fathers split the responsibility of governing elections between Congress and the individual states. The “elections clause,” found in Article I, Section 4 of the Constitution, gives both state and federal governments the power “to enact a complete code for . . . elections, including rules concerning public notices, voter registration, voter protection, fraud prevention, vote counting, and determination of election results.” Specifically, states determine the “Times, Places, and Manner” for conducting elections. This broad, sweeping statement of authority allows states to control almost every facet of the electoral process in whatever way they see fit. However, the founders “were concerned that states might establish unfair election procedures or attempt to undermine the national government,” so they reserved some authority to Congress “to ‘make or alter’” individual state election processes “as a self-defense mechanism.” The result is that both Congress and the individual states can create voter registration laws and procedures, but Congress can ultimately override or preempt any state action. Despite having this authority, Congress has historically restrained itself and only passed election laws “[o]n occasion” with a tendency to defer to state law on matters like voter registration.
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American voter registration laws are traceable to the nation’s earliest days. In 1821, the City of Boston wrote a law which required city officials to “make a list of all persons . . . eligible to vote.” People that did not appear on that list would not be allowed to vote. For reasons lost to history, Joseph Capen, a tax-paying resident of Boston, was left off of the voter roll and was not allowed to cast a ballot. Mr. Capen challenged the law, claiming it was a violation of his right to vote. Despite Mr. Capen’s best efforts and extensive litigation, the Massachusetts Supreme Court upheld the law as a legitimate exercise of legislative authority, and the legal foundation for voter registration was born. The decision in Capen v. Foster would pave the way for future regulatory actions and provide a legal defense for states wishing to enact their own registration laws. Unfortunately for early proponents of voter registration, the practice was heavily criticized in other states. In the early nineteenth century, registration laws and constitutional amendments were voted down in New York, Pennsylvania, Louisiana, and Iowa. For roughly half a century, voter registration laws would remain isolated to New England and would not emerge elsewhere until after the Civil War.

Early voter registration laws were designed to combat voter fraud, yet, as Mr. Capen would attest to, “[they] rarely proved to be effective” and frequently discriminated against certain voters. Creating eligible voter rolls...
from scratch proved to be an arduous task. These rolls “were originally created by local government officials . . . based on their personal knowledge or on information learned by going door to door.” Unlike today, the government was entirely responsible for registering prospective voters, which meant errors made on the roll would probably go uncorrected. This inherently flawed system tended to disenfranchise poorer voters. When government officials would stop by the residence of a working-class person during the day, that individual would naturally be at their place of employment and would thus be kept off of the voter list. These early laws and procedures were often publicly challenged as overt attempts by the majority to silence the voices of their political opponents.

“The rationale for requiring voters to register and have their eligibility certified . . . was straightforward: . . . eliminating fraud and also bringing an end to disruptive election-day conflicts.” While these seem like sound reasons for passing voter registration measures, it quickly became clear some support for these new provisions was based on a more invidious purpose: disenfranchisement of new immigrants, African-Americans, Jews, and Catholics. Whether it was intentional or incidental, voter registration laws met both goals. States saw lower rates of voter fraud coupled with fewer eligible citizens exercising their right to vote.

Despite their negative side effects, “[v]oter registration laws, already widespread by 1920, became nearly universal by 1940.” Voters, concerned about disenfranchisement, brought numerous legal challenges against registration laws, but were beaten back every time. In the 1960s and 70s, with the Vietnam War and civil rights movement lurking in the background, attitudes towards voting and voter registration began to change significantly.
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Nationally, voter turnout was steadily declining, and citizens partially blamed the registration system. In response, individual states undertook initiatives to make registration easier. These initiatives included registration by mail and “same-day” registration, which permitted voters to register on the day of the election. While these efforts were well-intentioned, their effects were relatively nominal.

C. FEDERAL INTERVENTION: THE NATIONAL VOTER REGISTRATION ACT AND THE HELP AMERICA VOTE ACT

Congress, recognizing the limited effects of state action and the national sentiment about voter enfranchisement, slowly began to act. Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, Democrats introduced numerous bills to make voter registration easier and more uniform throughout the country. Unfortunately, these efforts to improve voter registration were thwarted for nearly 20 years.

Finally, in 1993, the National Voter Registration Act (“NVRA”) passed both the House and Senate and was promptly signed into law by President Bill Clinton. The NVRA, also known as the “Motor Voter” bill, required states to reform major parts of their electoral systems in order “to establish procedures that will increase the number of eligible citizens who register to vote in elections.” Citizens could now register to vote through the mail or when they renewed their driver’s licenses. States were required to appoint certain agencies “as voter registration agencies,” maintain uniform voter rolls, and create procedures to remove ineligible voters. The NVRA was moderately successful and raised registration rates “by roughly 3 percentage points.”

Seven years after the NVRA became law, the 2000 election would change the course of both American history and election law. The presidential contest pitted Vice President Albert “Al” Gore against the Governor of Texas, George
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W. Bush.61 The margin between the two candidates (both popularly and electorally) was razor-thin.62 The election came down to a recount of votes in Florida.63 With the fate of the presidency in the balance, the nation fixated on the recount and the court proceedings that followed. The candidates litigated the election all the way to the Supreme Court culminating with the Court’s famous opinion in Bush v. Gore.64

A great portion of the controversy surrounding the recount was focused around “punchcard” ballots.65 These ballots—and specifically the machines that read them—failed to properly count about two percent of the votes cast.66 The election would eventually be decided for President Bush, but one thing was abundantly clear—America’s electoral infrastructure was in a state of serious disrepair. As the Supreme Court correctly foreshadowed: “legislative bodies nationwide will [have to] examine ways to improve the mechanisms and machinery for voting.”67

Two years later, in response to the electoral controversy of 2000,68 Congress passed the bipartisan Help America Vote Act (“HAVA”).69 The law eliminated the old punchcard balloting system and created the Election Assistance Commission (“EAC”), which was designed to make voting and registering easier.70 The law also created voting outreach programs targeted at college students and active military members.71 For the first time, states would be required to create “a single, uniform, official, centralized,
interactive computerized statewide voter registration list. However, the maintenance and security of the voter list was left to each individual state: “The appropriate State . . . shall provide adequate technological security measures to prevent the unauthorized access to the computerized list.”

D. CONTEMPORARY VOTER REGISTRATION

As with all things surrounding elections, each state has their own procedure for registering voters, storing voter information, and distributing voter data. Breaking down each state’s procedure is beyond the scope of this Note, but there are some wide-ranging characterizations that can be made about the process in every state. Generally, each potential voter must fill out a registration form and send it back to the state before they can vote. This form can be submitted by mail (pursuant to the NVRA) or filled out in person at several different state offices. As previously mentioned, to complete this voter registration form, the individual voter must disclose several highly personal pieces of information, which can include the voter’s name, residential address, mailing address, ethnicity, gender, birth date, phone number, and either a Social Security number or driver’s license number. Some states additionally require voters to register by party affiliation. Afterwards, the information is processed and verified by each individual state’s Secretary of State. Once the registration form is approved, the voter will be added to the voter roll and allowed to cast a ballot. The information
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from the registration form is added to the person’s voter record and stored electronically in a statewide database.80

State voter records are comprised of the information on an individual’s registration form, that individual’s election participation history, method of voting (absentee or in-person),81 and email address (if available).82 To be clear, who someone voted for is always secret, but whether they cast a ballot is not.83

Without federal restrictions on what can be done with that data, many states distribute this voter data to those that request it. In some states, the entire voter roll and the vital data within it can be purchased for little more than pocket change.84

E. VOTER RECORD PRIVACY: INDIVIDUAL STATE POLICIES

Despite the lack of federal protection for voter data, many states have enacted their own data protection measures. These measures include restrictions on who can access voter data, what purposes the data can be used for, and what specific pieces of voter information will be provided to those who request it. Every state’s individual protections are broken down in the Appendix. However, for the purposes of comparison, it is helpful to focus only on a few individual states.

Towards the bottom-end of the privacy scale is the state of Connecticut. Connecticut has minimal statutory protections for registration data; Social Security numbers are the only restricted piece of information.85 There are no codified limitations on who can purchase voter registration data. Nor are there any prohibitions on usage of the voter records. Lastly, there are no explicit provisions that restrain people from commercially exploiting information found in the voter records. While “driver-license numbers
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... and email addresses are exempt from disclosure," this policy appears to be completely governed within the Secretary of State’s office.86 For $300, any individual can purchase the entire Connecticut voter roll and receive the names, addresses, birthdates, phone numbers, political party affiliations, and voting histories of thousands.87 While there has been a recent push to restrict some voter data, these efforts have not yet resulted in new statutory protections.88

West Virginia is towards the same end of the privacy spectrum as Connecticut and has minimal statutory protections for voter data. The state does restrict access to telephone numbers, email addresses, and identification numbers (including Social Security numbers). However, names, addresses, political parties, and registration status are all publicly available.89 Curiously, there are no codified requirements on what is done with other registration information collected on registration forms such as birth dates and gender identifications.90 West Virginia has also restricted the use of this data to non-commercial purposes.91

Ohio, North Carolina, and New York City (in its capacity as a municipality) join West Virginia and Connecticut at the bottom of the privacy scale. These three governments have made their registration data accessible for free online.92 Political “party affiliation, full name[s] and home address[es] down to the apartment number” can be readily accessed “all with a few mouse clicks.”93 While certain pieces of data are still restricted, the access is free to anyone who has a Wi-Fi connection.
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On the other end of the privacy spectrum is Connecticut’s neighbor: Massachusetts. Massachusetts has removed almost all voter information from the public record.\textsuperscript{94} While Massachusetts collects the same voter data as any other state, the state legislature has protected citizens by keeping names and addresses out of the public record.\textsuperscript{95} Names and addresses can still be accessed by campaigns, political parties, and other parties deemed worthy by the Secretary of State,\textsuperscript{96} but they cannot be used by the general public or academic researchers.\textsuperscript{97} Additionally, there are ways for certain classes of voters to remove themselves from those protected lists for other security reasons such as living in a protective shelter.\textsuperscript{98}

California’s voter registration information system falls towards the Massachusetts end of the privacy spectrum. California limits the usage of voter registration records to “election[s], political research, and governmental purposes”\textsuperscript{99} and strictly prohibits “personal, private, or commercial” usage including “harassment . . . advertising, solicitation, sale, . . . marketing . . . [and] [r]eproduction in print, broadcast . . . or display on the Internet.”\textsuperscript{100} California has also decided to keep a voter’s “home address, telephone number, [and] email address” as confidential information that “shall not be disclosed to any person.”\textsuperscript{101} All of this privatization is supplemental to the protections California already affords to identification and Social Security numbers.\textsuperscript{102}

Every other state falls somewhere in between these two ends of the spectrum. For example, Minnesota lies towards the middle of the protection scale. Minnesota restricts usage of voter lists “for uses related to elections, political activities, or in response to a law enforcement inquiry.”\textsuperscript{103} These lists are “only available to registered Minnesota voters,”\textsuperscript{104} but there are no restrictions on Minnesota voters sharing the information with others as long
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as it is only used for statutorily permitted purposes. Additionally, unlike Massachusetts, Minnesota does not restrict much of the actual voter information. Whereas, driver’s license and Social Security numbers are restricted, a voter’s name, address, birth year, phone number, registration date, voter history, and voting method can all be accessed for $46. As each of the problems with voter data access is discussed in the next section, it is important to keep in mind that these issues are either reduced or exasperated, depending on the level of protection each state affords its individual voters.

III. CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS WITH VOTER REGISTRATION DATA

In the 2016 election, only 64 percent of eligible Americans registered to vote. This means roughly 100 million eligible American voters decided not to register. Pew Research conducted a poll to determine why these Americans chose not to register. According to their data, 11 percent of non-registered Americans decided “not . . . to register due to privacy or security reasons.” While it is unclear what specific privacy concern kept these Americans from registering, this Section examines and describes a number of the likely security issues behind these voters’ choice to withhold their registration.

A. DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

One of the greatest problems facing America today is an epidemic of domestic violence. “Domestic violence is prevalent in every community, and affects all people regardless of age, social status, sexual orientation, gender, race, religion, or nationality. . . . [It] can result in physical injury, psychological trauma, and even death.” Each year in the United States “more than 10 million” people are victims of some form of domestic violence. Unfortunately, the poll done by PEW did not ask what specific data privacy concern voters had when they chose not to register.
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violence.\textsuperscript{113} A major portion of this epidemic is stalking. “[One] in 7 women and 1 in 18 men” will be stalked over the course of their lifetime.\textsuperscript{114} To protect victims, many states have taken steps to hide the victim’s address and have even created relocation programs, so their assailants cannot find them.\textsuperscript{115} Unfortunately, when designing these programs, some states have forgotten to close one major loophole: voter registration data.

As previously discussed, public voter records, at a minimum, contain a person’s name and complete address.\textsuperscript{116} With such nominal costs for buying voter data, it is fairly easy for an assailant to buy their victim’s personal information if their victim is a registered voter.\textsuperscript{117} “[S]urvivors who have high privacy risks have few options and may . . . choos[e] not to register to vote to keep their address from becoming publicly available.”\textsuperscript{118} A domestic violence victim under some current systems must choose between having their data exposed or exercising their right to vote. As one victim put it: “Your choice: Vote OR stay alive.”\textsuperscript{119}

Many states have taken incremental steps toward protecting victims in the form of “Address Confidentiality Programs also known as [ACPs].”\textsuperscript{120} “[ACPs] are programs administered by individual states enabling victims of domestic violence, and sometimes victims of sexual assault and/or stalking, to keep their current address hidden . . . .”\textsuperscript{121} Currently, 45 states have some sort of ACP program.\textsuperscript{122} Survivors in the other five states are forced to make a difficult decision about voting and potentially having their information exposed or opting out of the electoral process entirely.\textsuperscript{123}

Having an ACP is an important first step towards protecting domestic violence victims from being disenfranchised, but it is not a perfect solution. There are still “significant challenges [in] effectively controlling this [voter
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One major problem with ACPs is that they are oftentimes difficult to get enrolled in and can significantly inconvenience the victim. Some states, such as Nevada, have an ACP, but require an individual to prove their assault through a “record of conviction, a temporary restraining order or other protective order.” North Carolina requires their ACP applicants to “obtain a protective order that indicates their physical safety would be jeopardized if a personal address was publicly available, and then submit [the order] to the local county board of elections.” Unfortunately, the victims of domestic violence sometimes do not get official records against their assailants. According to Fordham Professor Jessica Baldwin-Philippi: “requir[ing] proof, in the form of a court order in the county where the survivor is registered to vote . . . can be prohibitive.” Even if an ACP applicant obtains the requisite court order and is able to shield their address, other pieces of personal information may still be publicly available and create unwanted exposure.

Another problem with ACPs is that they are oftentimes facilitated at the county level—creating several other administrative problems. Primarily, this subset of issues can be attributed to “a lack of good training” for local officials who run the ACPs. One Florida voter said she had to explain the
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existence of the program to numerous election and DMV officials making it “very difficult” to enroll in the state’s ACP.133 Furthermore, county officials install different levels of security to voter data collected as part of the ACP, meaning there are inconsistencies in protection which may expose victims in some counties, but not others.134 While ACPs are vitally important for protecting survivors, problems still linger that need to be resolved.

B. IDENTITY THEFT

Whereas domestic violence victims are generally concerned with their data being exposed to their assailants, other voters should be alarmed with the data being exposed to other individuals, especially identity thieves. Identity thieves “wrongfully obtain[] and use[] another person’s personal data . . . for economic gain.”135 These criminals use personal data for any number of nefarious purposes, including fake loan and credit card applications, bank account withdrawals, and wrongful access into various online financial accounts.136

Today, “[a] birthdate, along with a name and hometown can be used in a formula to recreate your Social Security information” or driver’s license number—giving identity thieves all they need to commit financial crimes.137 In many states, these three pieces of personal data are distributed as part of the voter registration record and thus create unforeseen danger for individual voters. While it appears that a person’s identity cannot be stolen with simply a person’s name and address, that basic information can still “be used as a gateway” for identity thieves to get the rest of the data they need.138 This means that even voters located in states with broad voter data protection are still partially exposed. With such ease of access, identity thieves can buy all this essential information for little to no cost. As one researcher described: “A trove of all U.S. voter data could be valuable to criminals looking for lists of
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large numbers of targets for a variety of fraud schemes." Thus, current voter registration data systems have created a new class of millions of identity theft targets: each and every registered voter.

C. DATA BREACHES

When data is electronically stored, there is always a risk of breach. As discussed earlier, states collect a lot of information that will not be sold as part of a person’s voting record including Social Security numbers and driver’s license numbers. Although it is beneficial for the state to collect this information to ensure the integrity of the election process, the current system of selling voter registration data sometimes unintentionally exposes even these vital pieces of information. Once exposed, this data can be used to commit identity theft or voter impersonation.

In 2015, in one of the most egregious registration data breaches, over six million Georgians had their Social Security numbers, drivers’ license numbers, and personal information accidentally distributed to 12 organizations that had purchased the voter registration data from the state. These organizations included members of the press, political parties, and a group of gun rights advocates. Georgia Secretary of State, Brian Kemp, said “voters can rest assured their information is safe” based on the nature of the organizations that received these voter records—but it ultimately remained unclear who saw the data.

While breaches caused by state negligence are a concern, data leaks can also come from the third parties who purchase the voter registration information. Over the last decade, voter registration records of millions have
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been exposed online after being purchased by partisan analytics firms,\textsuperscript{145} robocall companies,\textsuperscript{146} and other anonymous or unconfirmed sources.\textsuperscript{147} While states have restricted how third parties can use voter registration data, there appears to be little to no regulation on what or how these third parties secure this information. Thus, even in states where the legislature has enacted some voter protection, this vital data can still be exposed.

One of the most recent voter record data breaches occurred just weeks before the 2018 mid-term elections.\textsuperscript{148} The records of 35 million voters from 19 different states appeared on the “dark web,” where someone was attempting to sell them.\textsuperscript{149} It is unclear where the records came from, who distributed them, or who purchased the information.\textsuperscript{150} It is also unclear why this person wanted to distribute this voter information, but it is likely that breaches similar to this one will continue to occur until major security reforms are undertaken.

D. CHANGING ELECTION RESULTS

It is undisputed that Russian agents attempted to affect the 2016 election by using voter data to wage a large online disinformation campaign.\textsuperscript{151} As part of that effort, Russian hackers gained access to voter registration data “[i]n a small number of states.”\textsuperscript{152} In those states, the hackers “were in a position to
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alter or delete voter registration data.\textsuperscript{133} Some states did such a poor job in protecting their voter data that a Senate Intelligence Committee report on election hacking redacted individual state names to protect individual election systems from further infiltration.\textsuperscript{154}

While it is unclear if the Russians acted on this data in 2016, this information could be used to directly affect results in future elections.\textsuperscript{155} “[T]he availability and currency of . . . voter records, if combined with other breached data, could be used by malicious actors to disrupt the electoral process . . . .”\textsuperscript{156} This manipulation occurs by using electronic voter registration in tandem with the readily accessible voter registration records.\textsuperscript{157}

Online registration makes registering to vote easier and saves states large amounts of money.\textsuperscript{158} Currently, citizens in 37 states and the District of Columbia can change and update their voter registration information online.\textsuperscript{159} To keep this system of updating voter registration secure, states generally require voters to verify certain pieces of their personal information such as the last four digits of a Social Security number, birth date, or a driver’s license number.\textsuperscript{160} Unfortunately, as discussed earlier, these sensitive pieces of data can be easily accessed. Armed with this information, someone (e.g., a Russian hacker) who wanted to keep certain people from voting could change their registration information and prevent them from voting.\textsuperscript{161}

There are three recognized “attacks” that can be executed using voter registration data and a state’s online registration system.\textsuperscript{162} The first “attack” is called a “change of address attack.”\textsuperscript{163} Simply put, someone who wanted to prevent someone else from voting could go online and change the address at which the voter is registered.\textsuperscript{164} On election day, when that voter shows up to his or her local precinct, he or she will be informed that they are no longer
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eligible to vote there and may now be registered at a different polling location hundreds of miles away.\footnote{165}{Id.} The second “attack” involves absentee ballots.\footnote{166}{Id.} In some states, when a voter requests an absentee ballot, he or she is no longer eligible to vote in person on election day.\footnote{167}{Id. Florida, California, and Virginia all have absentee ballot systems that would make them vulnerable to this form of attack. Id.} A manipulator could use voter registration data to request an absentee ballot to a different address.\footnote{168}{Id.} The manipulator could then try to “submit a false absentee ballot on behalf of the voter” or simply throw the ballot away and make the voter ineligible.\footnote{169}{Id.} The third and final potential “attack” involves changing a voter’s party affiliation online.\footnote{170}{Id.} Certain states have “closed party primaries” which require that voters be registered with a specific party in order to participate.\footnote{171}{Id.} By changing someone’s registered political party, an attacker could easily disenfranchise an individual voter.\footnote{172}{Id.}

Any one of these three attacks could irreversibly change the course of an election. With cognizable party preferences based on certain demographics (e.g., younger people who tend to vote for Democrats or Caucasians who tend to vote for Republicans),\footnote{173}{Wide Gender Gap, Growing Educational Divide in Voters’ Party Identification: 1. Trends in Party Affiliation Among Demographic Groups, PEW RES. CTR., (Mar. 20, 2018), https://www.people-press.org/2018/03/20/1-trends-in-party-affiliation-among-demographic-groups [https://perma.cc/6KFY-N8J9].} it would be easy for an attacker to suppress the votes of their political enemies. Voters could be targeted based on their party affiliation, neighborhood, or even age demographic.

The most recent example of a registration-based attack occurred in the 2016 Republican primary in Riverside County, California.\footnote{174}{Jeff Horseman, Riverside County: District Attorney Claims Voters’ Party Affiliations Purposely Changed Without Consent, PRESS-ENTERPRISE (July 7, 2016, 1:10 AM), https://www.pe.com/2016/07/07/riverside-county-district-attorney-claims-voters-party-affiliations-purposely-changed-without-consent [https://perma.cc/8K27-3KFP].} California has a closed primary system, meaning only registered party members can engage in the state’s primary.\footnote{175}{Id.} An attacker engaged in the third type of registration manipulation and “changed [voters’] party affiliations without their knowledge or consent.”\footnote{176}{Id.} Voters who had their registration changed were no longer able to participate in the election of their choosing.\footnote{177}{Id.} No one is quite
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sure who attacked the Riverside primary because the state’s voter registration website failed to track who visited the site, but there is some speculation the Russians may have been involved. With continued data exposure, it is possible an attack like this may occur again—on a much larger scale.

E. PARTICIPATION IN AMERICAN DEMOCRACY

Readily available voter registration records may also be having a negative effect on the health of American political life itself. Democracy is at its best when voter participation rates are high. Naturally, modern political campaigns with various registration and “Get Out the Vote” efforts serve as a primary driver of political participation. Armed with voter records, campaigns can now carefully target those with extensive voter histories and avoid those groups with lower turnout rates (i.e., poorer and younger voters). From the campaign’s prospective, this is a common-sense approach—those who have voted will vote again, hopefully, for their candidate. On the other hand, democracy itself may suffer from this type of selective targeting because there will likely be no outreach efforts made towards those that do not have extensive voter records—meaning that America’s participation rate could remain relatively steady at its current rates (roughly 60 percent in presidential elections and 40 percent in midterms). As one former presidential field director explained: “We have skipped many doors and missed entire families because the data experts didn’t have addresses or phone numbers for poor people, young people, people of color or people who moved a lot.” If campaigns were restricted from accessing
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voter data, they may be incentivized to target people without extensive voter histories because they will not know who had previously voted. In turn, these expanded voter turnout efforts could lead to more people voting and strengthen American democracy. While the proverbial cat may already be out of the bag because of the internal data records held by the major political parties, it is certainly an idea worth exploring.

Another problem with American democracy that may have been exasperated by voter registration data is the country’s deep political polarization, which is “at its worst since the Civil War.” Candidates who rely on voter data “talk only to voters disposed to agree with them, as opposed to persuading those who don’t.” When candidates for major offices and their staff simply avoid half of the population, it is readily inferable that partisanship may get worse. According to one study, certain voter turnout techniques based on targeted data “may . . . mak[e] the electorate more polarized and less representative of the greater population.” Even though it would be misleading to pretend something as large and complicated as polarization is entirely caused by public access to voter registration records, it may be a compounding factor to this partisan problem because “[b]ig data makes it easy for candidates to dismiss their opponents.”

IV. THE PROTECT AMERICAN DEMOCRACY ACT

While the problems with the current voter registration system are numerous and sometimes complex, the solution, from a conceptual standpoint, is simpler: a federal statute. As discussed in Part II, Congress, pursuant to the Elections Clause, has the authority to enact a statute to resolve most of these problems. Of course, states also have the power to solve some of these data issues, but they can only govern their own state’s procedures. State protections “could be a useful interim stop-gap to mitigate the harms caused by computational politics while Congress is in legislative dysfunction.” However, a more concrete solution will have to come at the
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federal level. This Section explores what that law would look like and what provisions are necessary to protect individual voters.

Before advancing to the specific provisions of a potential federal statute, it is important to note that some scholars feel that restrictions on voter registration data might run afoul of the Constitution. One potential area of constitutional conflict is the First Amendment’s right to access doctrine. The First Amendment generally requires public access to government documents (e.g., lists of voting records), and restrictions on that access must be able to survive strict scrutiny. Relying on Globe Newspaper Co. v. Superior Court for County of Norfolk, one scholar has suggested that any restriction on voter registration data might have to survive strict scrutiny review. While this is an interesting argument, it misses the mark because “the right of access has only been applied to records from criminal proceedings.” In fact, Justice O’Connor’s concurrence in Globe Newspaper said “the Court’s decision today [carries no] implications outside the context of criminal trials.” Thus, restrictions on civil voter registration records would not implicate the right of access, and there would be no need for strict scrutiny review of this potential federal legislation. If strict scrutiny review were to be applied, the government could still regulate voter registration data, but its actions would have to be narrowly tailored and reforms may not be as broad as the ones recommended below.

It is also noteworthy that there have been some enforcement concerns with certain federal election laws including the NVRA. State violations of the NVRA have included “policies that improperly complicate voter registration” and “local offices . . . hav[ing] no voter registration forms.” Lawsuits can work to rectify some of these compliance issues, but the legal process takes up both time and resources. While figuring out enforcement concerns with federal election laws is beyond the scope of this Note, lawmakers will have to come up with better solutions to ensure compliance with any proposed electoral reform, including the one discussed below.

A. GENERAL RESTRICTIONS ON ACCESSIBILITY

The first thing a new federal statute should do is place limits on voter registration data itself. As previously discussed, there are currently three types
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of general limitations on registration information being used by the states. The first category of restriction is based on who is attempting to access the data. The second category of restriction is based on what the data can be used for. The final category of restriction involves what type of data will be restricted. All three types of constraints on voter records can help prevent most of the problems enumerated in the previous section and are a fundamental part of any possible federal statute.

1. Who Should Be Able to Access Voter Data

The first type of federal restriction should involve giving voter registration data only to political candidates and other non-profit groups. This is the approach currently used by Massachusetts. By taking access away from the general public, it will make it substantially more difficult for stalkers and identity thieves to get their hands on this compromising data. Political candidates should be allowed to access the data because they should know which citizens have chosen to vote in an upcoming election. In a democratic system where every Congressional district has almost 750,000 people, it would be a herculean task to reach out to each eligible voter. It would also ensure that incumbents would not have a distinct political advantage by using mailing addresses of constituents that they get access to as part of their job. With the electoral history and political party of voters moving into a restricted class of data (discussed below), this would provide candidates equal opportunity to talk to everyone who is registered to vote while eliminating the potential turnout biases mentioned above.

For additional security, the federal statute should also mandate disclosure of certain information about the requester of the voter registration data prior to disseminating the voter list. This could assist in preventing unauthorized or foreign access to the voter list. For example, in California, those wishing to purchase voter registration data must provide their name, address, telephone, driver’s license number, group association, and “[a] statement of the intended use.” This would give the government a better idea of who has this important information and might help prevent wrongful access and usage. Much of this information is already required by the states on their voter registration data request forms, but a uniform, codified set of mandatory disclosures would provide additional security for the American voter.

199. CAL. ELEC. CODE § 2188 (West 2018).
2. What the Data Can Be Used for

Voter records that are disseminated should be restricted to non-commercial purposes. This restriction is already in place in many states but is not universal. Currently, political parties can buy individual consumer data from private companies. Newspapers, pharmacies, and lobbying groups all compile data from their customers and then sell it to political parties. It is easy to imagine why these same companies might want voter registration information from the state or a group that has purchased the data to run targeted advertising campaigns and harass unsuspecting citizenry. If companies were able to purchase this voter registration data and use it for commercial purposes, it would dramatically increase the number of people who can access registration records causing additional security concerns. With all of this in mind, voter registration data should only be used for non-commercial purposes and those who do purchase voter data should be restricted from reproducing it.

3. What Data Should Be Included in the Voter File

For those entitled to access state voter files, there should be restrictions placed on what specific data they can access. Currently, driver’s license numbers and Social Security numbers remain protected information in virtually every state. However, almost every other piece of data may or may not be available depending on the individual state. Political party affiliation and election participation history should become protected information to avoid partisan polarization issues and prevent one of the recognized election “attacks” described earlier. Birthdates, which can be used to help steal identities and change registrations, should also be taken out of the public record. One expert has suggested that “redacting birth days and months” would be an “easy fix” to some of the voter registration data problems. Names, addresses, and birth years can remain accessible, so candidates will know who they are talking to when they go door-knocking or distribute literature. With the implementation of a new federally mandated ACP program (suggested below) and the aforementioned data restrictions, names, addresses, and birth years should not be particularly harmful as public record, especially if they are kept secure by the appropriate groups.
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202. While each state does have this restriction in place, it is important to note that this restriction comes from different sources. Some states have explicitly prohibited it via statute while others simply rely on the internal policy workings of the Secretary of State’s office. Thus, a federal statute would provide a uniform source of authority for protecting this information.
B. The Establishment of a Mandatory Address Confidentiality Program

A new federal statute designed to battle voter registration problems should include the creation of a uniform ACP. First, states should be required to create an ACP that would remove domestic violence victims from public voter rolls entirely. Secondly, ACP applicants should be held to a low standard of proof to be eligible for the program. As previously discussed, victims of domestic violence sometimes lack the willingness or psychological ability to get necessary documentation for something like a restraining order. This does not mean that they should be ineligible to vote. Either the “good reason to believe” standard for eligibility used by Minnesota or Maryland’s “catch-all” provision could serve as a guidepost for those drafting a federal ACP. Both Minnesota and Maryland’s standards provide the necessary flexibility to victims by allowing them to apply for the program if they have good reason to believe that they might be in danger. This would ensure that a domestic violence victim’s right to vote would not compromise their right to life. The federal ACP should be well-advertised and state employees should be trained in how to enroll victims to make the application process less cumbersome.

The ACP should also cover certain law enforcement officials, judges, and others who have high privacy concerns due to the sensitive nature of their occupations as well as their families. This type of policy is already in place in numerous states and should be codified in federal law. Oklahoma’s restrictions on this sort of data serve as an excellent example for how this type of protection could be enacted on a national level. With protections enabled for both public officials and domestic violence victims, this statute will ensure that American citizens are not inadvertently disenfranchised through public voter rolls.

C. Minimum Data Security Requirements for Voter Registration Data

While government agencies have made some suggestions on how to protect voter registration data, there are virtually no requirements on how voter data is electronically stored or protected by either the state or third parties. A new federal statute should provide more funding for states to upgrade their cybersecurity systems surrounding data storage to prevent data
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breaches. There should also be certain security minimums which both states and third parties who wish to purchase registration data must comply with. While certain federal security measures have already been discussed by certain legislative committees, Congress has failed to act on them. Some have suggested that, in order to protect voter data, “[s]tates could release voter lists on the condition that campaigns and political data firms adopt some privacy protections that will minimize harms caused by a loss of informational autonomy.” Alternatively, the European Union’s recent “General Data Protection Regulation” could be instructive. Under that law, companies have to appoint data protection officers who exclusively focus on data security and design optimal data security measures. These efforts could protect voter registration data from third parties who want to use voter records for less than legitimate purposes.

**D. PROPOSED STATUTORY LANGUAGE**

The following statutory language, if enacted, would go a long way towards achieving the goals listed in the previous section. It is largely drawn from current state models, previous federal legislation (mostly NVRA and HAVA) and is in no way comprehensive, but it could serve as a guidepost for legislators looking to enact meaningful change.

An Act

To provide additional security for voter registration data

*Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,*

Section 1: Short Title

This Act may be cited as “The Protect American Democracy Act”.

Section 2: Findings and Purposes

(a) Findings – “The Congress finds that—
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the right to citizens of the United States to vote is a fundamental right;
(2) it is the duty of the Federal, State, and local governments to promote the exercise of that right; and,\footnote{212}
(3) voter registration practices have led to new, unforeseen threats to both American voters and democracy.

(b) Purposes – “The purposes of this [Act] are”\footnote{215}
(1) to protect the American voter through restrictions on voter registration data;
(2) to establish a national Address Confidentiality Program to protect the nation’s domestic violence victims and other vulnerable members of society;
(3) “to protect the integrity of the electoral process; and,”\footnote{214}
(4) to encourage increased participation in federal elections.

Section 3: Definitions [omitted for the purposes of this Note]\footnote{215}

Section 4: Restrictions on Voter Registration Data Access

(a) Access to voter registration information stored in a state’s central registry, pursuant to the Help America Vote Act of 2003, shall be limited to the following parties:
(1) National party committees;
(2) Federal office candidate committees;
(3) “[S]tate party committees”;\footnote{216}
(4) “[S]tatewide candidate committees”;\footnote{217}
(5) “[S]tate ballot question committees”;\footnote{218}
(6) Certified non-profit, academic researchers; and,

\footnote{212}{52 U.S.C. § 20501 (2012). This statutory language is drawn directly from the National Voter Registration Act of 1993. These general, broad-sweeping findings are common in new federal statutes.}
\footnote{213}{Id. This type of language is also fairly universal in federal statutes.}
\footnote{214}{Id. § 20501 (b) (3).}
\footnote{215}{The definitional section is being omitted because it would likely involve complicated cross-references to other federal statutes and take up additional space that would likely not be beneficial. For an example of a definitional section in an election law, see id. § 20502.}
\footnote{216}{MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 51, § 47C (West Supp. 2018).}
\footnote{217}{Id.}
\footnote{218}{Id.}
(7) “[A]ny other individual, agency or entity that [the Federal Election Commission] shall designate by regulation consistent with the purposes of this [Act].”

(b) For the purposes of ensuring electoral integrity, nothing in this Act will be construed to prohibit access of the entire voter registry to the following parties:

(1) The Secretaries of State of the fifty states and the District of Columbia as well as their staff members;

(2) The jury commissioners of the fifty states and the District of Columbia as well as their staff members;

(3) Law enforcement personnel; and

(4) The Members and Staff of the Federal Election Commission.

(c) State voter registration information “[s]hall be confidential and shall not appear on any computer terminal, list . . . or other medium routinely available to the public . . . .”

(d) State voter registration information “[s]hall not be used for any personal, private, or commercial purpose, including, but not limited to . . .”

(1) “The harassment of any voter or voter’s household”;

(2) “The advertising, solicitation, sale, or marketing of products or services to any voter . . .”;  

(3) Collection of an outstanding debt of any kind;

(4) “Reproduction in print, broadcast visual or audio, or display on the Internet . . . .”

(d) Nothing in Section 4(c) of this Act shall be construed to prohibit standard election outreach activities conducted by the parties listed in Section 4(a) of this Act or academic research.

(e) For the individuals and committees listed in Section 4(a) of this Act, access will be limited to the following pieces of voter information:

(1) Individual names;

(2) Addresses;
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(3) Gender;
(4) Political party affiliation; and
(5) Race.

(f) Under no circumstances, except for the individuals listed in
Section 4(b) of this Act, will access be permitted to the following
pieces of information:

(1) Social security numbers;
(2) Driver’s license numbers;
(3) Birth dates; and,
(4) Election participation history.

(g) “[I]t shall be unlawful for any person to use, print, publish, or
distribute any voter registration information acquired directly or
indirectly from the voter registration affidavits or any list prepared
therefrom.”225

Section 5: The National Address Confidentiality Program (NACP)

(a) Application procedures [omitted for the scope of this Note].

(b) To be eligible for the National Address Confidentiality Program,
a person must make a statement that:

(1) “[T]he eligible person listed on the application is a victim
of domestic violence, sexual assault, or harassment or stalking;
or,”226

(2) “[T]he eligible person fears for [their] safety, the safety of
another person who resides in the same household, or the safety
of persons on whose behalf the application is made.”227

(c) Additionally, the applicant must swear, under penalty of perjury,
that they are “not applying for certification as a program participant
in order to avoid prosecution for a crime.”228

(d) Logistics [omitted for the purposes of this Note].229
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229. Much of the logistical information surrounding an ACP, while certainly important, is
excessively long and not necessarily beneficial for understanding the importance of having a
flexible ACP which was my true purpose in providing this section. For an example of the multiple
chapters of logistical information that can surround an ACP, consult any one of the state statutes
cited in the Appendix.
(e) Law enforcement personnel, members of the federal judiciary, members of the state judiciary, and their families, as well as others who are appointed by the individual Secretaries of State, shall also be given a substitute address under this section for their protection.

(f) Each state and the District will receive an allocation of $2 million per Congressional representative, voting or not, in their respective state for the purposes of:

1. Implementing the program;
2. Raising awareness about the ACP; and,
3. Providing training for state employees to properly handle and administer the new ACP.

Section 6: Data Security

(a) Each state and the District of Columbia will receive up to $5 million per Congressional representative for the purposes of:

1. Enacting new cyber security measures to protect voter data;
2. Investigating data leaks.

V. CONCLUSION

The right to vote lies at the heart of what it means to be an American. From the streets of Yorktown to an overcrowded cell in Montgomery, it is a right that Americans have fought and died over for centuries. It is fundamental that Americans should be able to vote without placing their own security at risk. However, this is just what the distribution of voter registration data has done. To remedy this problem and secure the American voter, a new federal statute should be passed to secure voter data. This new statute would significantly impair those who attempt to collect this data for nefarious purposes by placing restrictions on who can access the data, what information is available, and what purposes the data can be used for. The statute would also create a new address confidentiality program to protect domestic violence victims from becoming exposed to their attackers. Lastly, the statute would create minimum security requirements for states who handle this data and for third parties who purchase the data.

230. This figure is simply a placeholder and should certainly not be taken any sort of guidepost. Without information about the current status of state ACPs, nor information about actual costs, it would be incredibly difficult to make an accurate price estimate in this Note.

231. This figure is also a placeholder. It is difficult to estimate the true cost of implementing some of these data privacy reforms without having additional information that is well beyond the scope of this Note.
At her best, America is more than a country. She is a beacon of hope clothed in the immutable belief that government must be run by and for the people. With faith, hard work, and eyes drawn to the horizon, millions of Americans have built on this idea of self-government and accomplished the impossible. The exposure of voter data has cracked this cornerstone, and without action, the bedrock may begin to give. With nothing less than the future of American democracy on the line, a federal statute is the least that can be done.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Can Access Voter Registration Data</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Voter Registration Data Can Be Used For</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Types of Information Can Be Disseminated</th>
<th>Address Confidentiality Program?</th>
<th>Cost of Purchasing Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>None. The list is available “to anyone making application.” Ala. Code § 17-1-37(c) (2018).</td>
<td>None explicitly codified.</td>
<td>Social Security Numbers, Ala. Code § 17-3-39(c). Other restrictions are determined by the Voter Registration Advisory Board or the Secretary of State. § 17-4-33.</td>
<td>Yes. Ala. Code § 17-3-33(b).</td>
<td>Determined by the Secretary of State. Ala. Code § 17-4-38(b). Currently, $0.01 for electronic records and $1.00 for paper records.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>None. The list can be “furnished...to any person requesting them.” Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 16-155(E) (2018).</td>
<td>Can only be used for political purposes. There is a statute on commercial usage. Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 16-155(E).</td>
<td>Month and day of birthday, Social Security number, driver license number, father’s name or mother’s maiden name, state or county of birth, e-mail address, and signature are all restricted. Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 16-155(F).</td>
<td>Yes. Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 41-197</td>
<td>Cost based on amount of records requested: 1-14,999 records cost $35.75 + $0.0005 per record; 15,000-249,999 records cost $49.25 + $0.0005 per record; 250,000-499,999 records cost $250.00 + $0.0005 per record; 500,000-999,999 records cost $950.50 + $0.0005 per record; 1,000,000-4,999,999 records cost $8,200.35 + $0.0005 per record; 5,000,000-9,999,999 records cost $64,900.25 + $0.0005 per record. Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 16-155(E).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>None. The list will be provided “[u]pon request.” Ark. Code Ann. § 7-9-106(c)(1)(A) (2015).</td>
<td>None explicitly codified.</td>
<td>None, but the law demands that “names, addresses, and precinct numbers” be disclosed as part of the record. Ark. Code Ann. § 7-9-106(c)(1)(B).</td>
<td>Yes. Ark. Code Ann. § 7-9-106.11.</td>
<td>If purchased electronically: 1-5,000 records can cost up to $10.00, 5,001-25,000 records can cost up to $12.50, 25,001-50,000 records can cost up to $25.00, 50,001-99,999 records can cost up to $50.00. If the list is printed: records can cost up to $5.00 per page. Ark. Code Ann. § 7-9-106.11.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Restrictions on Who Can Access Voter Registration Data</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Voter Registration Data Can Be Used For</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Types of Information Can Be Disseminated</th>
<th>Address Confidentiality Program?</th>
<th>Cost of Purchasing Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>Candidates for Office, their election committees, ballot initiative committees, and academic researchers are the only ones who can access the data. CAL. ELEC. CODE § 2104(b)(1), (b)(4) (West 2018).</td>
<td>The list cannot be used for any personal, private, or commercial purpose, including harassment, advertisements, and reproduction. CAL. ELEC. CODE § 2104(a).</td>
<td>Driver’s license numbers, identification numbers, Social Security numbers, and signatures cannot be accessed by anyone. CAL. ELEC. CODE § 214(b); CAL. GOV. CODE § 6254.1(b) (West 2018). The record shall include a voter’s name, address, residence telephone number, and party preference. CAL. ELEC. CODE § 215(b)(1).</td>
<td>Yes, CAL. ELEC. CODE §§ 2106.5, 2107.</td>
<td>$0.20 per 1,000 records. CAL. ELEC. CODE § 2104.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>None. These records are public and subject to examination by any person. COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 8-127(2)(a) (2019).</td>
<td>None explicitly codified.</td>
<td>Social Security numbers, driver’s license numbers, identification numbers, or signatures. COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 8-127(2)(a). Additionally, the S.O.S. restricts birth dates and email addresses.</td>
<td>Yes, COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 8-127(2)(a).</td>
<td>Established by the Secretary of State. Currently costs $1,000 for an annual subscription and $50 for individual months.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>None. The list... shall be available... for public inspection and copies shall be made available for distribution.... CONN. GEN. STAT. § 9-126 (2012).</td>
<td>None explicitly codified.</td>
<td>Social Security numbers are restricted. CONN. GEN. STAT. § 9-126(c).</td>
<td>Yes, CONN. GEN. STAT. § 9-126.</td>
<td>Governed by the Secretary of State. Currently, $500 for the entire list.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>None. Del. Code Ann. tit. 13, § 304(b) (2015).</td>
<td>None explicitly codified.</td>
<td>Limits are based on the receiving party. Government Entities can only get names, addresses, party, voting history, telephone numbers, and dates of birth. Political Parties can only get names, addresses, party, voting.</td>
<td>Yes, DEL. CODE. ANN. tit. 13, § 304(a)</td>
<td>Established by the State Election Commissioner. DEL. CODE Ann. tit. 13, § 304(a). Currently, $50 with a $5 shipping cost if applicable.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

254.   Public Voter Data and Information Requests FAQs, Colo. Secretary St., https://www.sos.state.co.us/pubs/elections/FAQs/VoterRegistrationData.html [https://petrel.cc/3W4-A59].

255.   Fee Schedules, Colo. Secretary St., https://www.sos.state.co.us/pubs/info_center/fees/elections.html [https://petrel.cc/3ZQ-5LY].


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Restrictions on Who Can Access Voter Registration Data</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Voter Registration Data Can Be Used For</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Types of Information Can Be Disseminated</th>
<th>Address Confidentiality Program</th>
<th>Cost of Purchasing Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>None. &quot;Any person desiring a copy of the statewide list of registered voters shall be furnished the same . . . .&quot; Idaho Code § 34-457A(2) (2012).</td>
<td>Voter records cannot be used for advertising or other commercial use. Idaho Code § 34-457A.</td>
<td>None explicitly codified.</td>
<td>Yes. Idaho Code § 34-457A.</td>
<td>Determined by the Secretary of State. Currently, the price is $20.00.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

239 Id.;
242 Iranzo, supra note 140.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Restrictions on Who Can Access Voter Registration Data</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Voter Registration Data Can Be Used For</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Types of Information Can Be Disseminated</th>
<th>Address Confidentiality Program</th>
<th>Cost of Purchasing Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Only political candidates and committees can get copies of the data. Members of the public can view the data on a public computer but cannot make any sort of reprints of that data. 10 ILL. COMP. STAT. § 5/1A-25 (2019).</td>
<td>Voter records can be used only for bona fide political purposes or “governmental purpose[s]” and cannot be used “... for commercial solicitation or other business purposes.” 10 ILL. COMP. STAT. § 5/4-8.</td>
<td>None explicitly listed. However, the record, except for AGP participants, should include “name, sex, residence, telephone number, . . . , party affiliation, . . . , and [electoral] district.” 10 ILL. COMP. STAT. § 5/4-8.</td>
<td>Yes. 730 ILL. COMP. STAT. § 61/30.</td>
<td>Determined by the State Board of Elections. 10 ILL. COMP. STAT. § 5/4-8. Currently, the price is $500 for the entire state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>Only political candidates and their committees, members of the media, various judiciary members, and the leaders of each party in both legislative chambers can receive the list. IND. CODE ANN. § 37-26-4.5 (West Supp. 2019).</td>
<td>Voter records cannot be used “to solicit for the sale of merchandise, goods, services or subscriptions” or distributed for non-political purposes. IND. CODE ANN. § 37-26-4.4(6).</td>
<td>Date of birth, gender, telephone number, email address, voting history, voter identification number or another unique field established to identify a voter (in other words, the Social Security Number), and the date of registration. IND. CODE ANN. § 37-26-4.8(1)(c)-(e).</td>
<td>Yes. IND. CODE ANN. § 37-26-4.25.</td>
<td>Absent a few exceptions, the “minimal subscription fee” for the voter registration list is $3,000. IND. CODE ANN. § 37-26-12(b).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>None. “Any person may request . . . and shall receive . . . a list of registered voters and other data on registration and participation in elections ...” IOWA CODE § 48A.5(1) (2010).</td>
<td>The voter list “shall not be used for any commercial purposes” and should only be used for bona fide political research, “genuine political purpose,” or for a “bona fide official purpose.” IOWA CODE § 48A.5.</td>
<td>Social Security numbers and driver’s license numbers cannot be distributed. IOWA CODE § 48A.5(1)(b).</td>
<td>Yes. IOWA CODE § 9E.6.</td>
<td>“[C]ost of preparation” determined by the Iowa Secretary of State. IOWA CODE § 48A.5(1). Currently, one can subscribe to get the list for $5,900. Alternatively, if someone wants fewer than 20,000 records, they can get them for $100. If someone wants more than 20,000, they can pay $10,000 + $0.50 per 1,000 records.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

245. Id.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Restrictions on Who Can Access Voter Registration Data</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Voter Registration Data Can Be Used For</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Types of Information Can Be Disclosed</th>
<th>Address Confidentiality Program</th>
<th>Cost of Purchasing Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>None. “Any person may make a written request for a copy of the registration books”... KAN. STAT. ANN. § 25-220(a)(1)(A)</td>
<td>The “true copy of voter registration list for commercial purposes is a class C misdemeanor.” KAN. STAT. ANN. § 25-230(a).</td>
<td>Social Security numbers and driver’s license numbers must be removed. KAN. STAT. ANN. § 25-232(b).</td>
<td>Yes, KAN. STAT. ANN. § 75-235-</td>
<td>The cost is determined by the Secretary of State. Currently, the price for the whole state is $200.96.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>None. Election officials “shall permit any citizen... to inspect or make copies of any registration record.” KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 117.050(1)(b)</td>
<td>The voter lists cannot be used for commercial purposes. KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 117.065(1)(b).</td>
<td>The Social Security number must be “redacted” from the voter registration list. KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 117.065.</td>
<td>Yes, KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 14.390.</td>
<td>The cost is determined by the State Board of Elections and is set at a “reasonable price.” KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 117.065(3)(b). Currently, statewide data requests are $500.00. Smaller requests have a minimum order requirement of $250.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>None. “The records of each registrar are public records...” LA. STAT. ANN. § 18.154(A) (2012).</td>
<td>None explicitly codified.</td>
<td>Social Security numbers, driver’s license numbers, the data and months of birth, mother’s maiden name, e-mail address, and cell phone numbers are all restricted. LA. STAT. ANN. § 18.154(C).</td>
<td>Yes, LA. STAT. ANN. §§ 18.154(F), 44:326.</td>
<td>Determined by the registrar. LA. STAT. ANN. § 18.154. Currently, $5.00 per name with a minimum cost of $5,000.00 with a minimum order requirement of $25.96.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>Voter lists are “confidential,” and access is restricted to political parties, candidates, and law enforcement officials. ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 21-A, § 150-A(1)(A) (Supp. 2018).</td>
<td>Voter records cannot be used for commercial purposes. ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 21-A, § 150-A(1)(B).</td>
<td>No restrictions explicitly listed. Requests must include: the voter’s name, address, voter status, election participation history, and year of birth. ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 21-A, § 150-A(1)(B).</td>
<td>Yes, ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 5, § 60-B.</td>
<td>For electronic records, there are 14 different price ranges depending on how many records are requested. For paper records, the cost is $1.00 for the first page and $0.25 for each additional page. ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 21-A, § 150-A(1)(A).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


AMERICA'S DATA CRISIS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Restrictions on Who Can Access Voter Registration Data</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Voter Registration Data Can Be Used For</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Types of Information Can Be Disseminated</th>
<th>Address Confidentiality Program</th>
<th>Cost of Purchasing Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>Political parties, candidates, and other government agencies are the only ones who can access the list. Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. ch. 51, § 47G (West Supp. 2018).</td>
<td>None explicitly codified.</td>
<td>The only things that will be made available to those that can get the list are an individual’s name and address. Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. ch. 51, § 47L.</td>
<td>Yes, Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. ch. 51, § 47L.</td>
<td>The Secretary of State determines the price and it must be fair, reasonable, and not exceed duplication costs. Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. ch. 51, § 47L.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


253. MINNESOTA VOTER LIST FORM, supra note 104.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Restrictions on Who Can Access Voter Registration Data</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Voter Registration Data Can Be Used For</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Types of Information Can Be Disseminated</th>
<th>Address Confidentiality Program</th>
<th>Cost of Purchasing Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>None. Voter lists are available to “any person.” 1 MISS. ADMIN. CODE ANN. § 10-7.4. (West 2019).</td>
<td>List cannot be “used for the purpose of mailing or delivering any solicitation for money, services, or anything of value.” 1 MISS. ADMIN. CODE ANN. § 10-7.4.</td>
<td>Social Security numbers, dates of birth, driver’s license numbers, telephone numbers, and e-mail addresses are all restricted. MISS. ADMIN. CODE ANN. § 23-19.163(9)(a) (West 2019).</td>
<td>Yes. Miss. CODE ANN. § 99-47-4.</td>
<td>Set by statute. Currently, the statewide list costs $1,100 with smaller lists ranging from $25: $500 (setup fee included), 1 MISS. ADMIN. CODE ANN. § 10-7.4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>None. See MO. ANN. STAT. § 115.157(1) (West 2015).</td>
<td>The voter lists cannot be used for commercial purposes. MO. ANN. STAT. § 115.157(8).</td>
<td>None explicitly codified.</td>
<td>Yes. MO. ANN. STAT. § 115.157(6).</td>
<td>The full list for a county of data is $50, but is unclear what a full state list would cost. A secondary source places the cost at $1,000.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>None. The voter list may be provided “open request” to any individual.” MONT. CODE ANN. § 15-2-132(1) (West Supp. 2019).</td>
<td>The voter list can only be used “for noncommercial use.” MONT. CODE ANN. § 15-2-132(1).</td>
<td>Driver’s license numbers, Social Security numbers, and address information are restricted. MONT. ADMIN. R. 14-5.1102(3)(i)(b) (2019). Additionally, e-mail addresses are not to be made public. MONT. CODE ANN. § 15-2-132(2).</td>
<td>Yes. MONT. CODE ANN. § 15-2-132(1).</td>
<td>The price is “not to exceed the actual cost of the file,” and is determined by the Secretary of State or local administrative officials. MONT. CODE ANN. § 15-2-132(1). Currently, the entire state voter file can be purchased for $1,000.00.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>None. See NEB. REV. STAT. ANN. § 32-230(2) (West Supp. 2019).</td>
<td>The voter list can only be used “for purposes related to elections, political activities, voter registration, law enforcement, or jury selection.” NEB. REV. STAT. ANN. § 32-230(2).</td>
<td>Phone numbers and e-mail addresses can be private upon request. NEB. REV. STAT. ANN. § 32-231. No other codified restrictions.</td>
<td>Yes. NEB. REV. STAT. ANN. § 32-231.</td>
<td>The price is set by the election commissioner or county clerk and cannot exceed $1.05 per name. Currently, the cost of the entire list is $500.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Restrictions on Who Can Access Voter Registration Data</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Voter Registration Data Can Be Used For</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Types of Information Can Be Disseminated</th>
<th>Address Confidentiality Program</th>
<th>Cost of Purchasing Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>None. Any person may get the list “upon written request.” N.M. Stat. Ann. § 1-4-5.5(A) (West Supp. 2015).</td>
<td>Voter lists can only be used for governmental or election and election campaign purposes. N.M. Stat. Ann. § 1-4-5.5(C).</td>
<td>Social Security numbers, dates and months of birth, and voters’ telephone numbers are confidential. N.M. Stat. Ann. §§ 1-4-5.5(B), 1-4-50.</td>
<td>Yes. N.M. Stat. Ann. § 1-4-5:3.</td>
<td>Governed by the Secretary of State. N.M. Stat. Ann. § 1-10-35. Currently, there is a $15 fee for any information request. Additional changes are based on the type and amount of records requested. Electronic information “with voting history” costs $4.00 per 1,000 records. Electronic information “without voting history” costs $3.00 per 1,000. Printed lists are $3.00 per 1,000.180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Restrictions on Who Can Access Voter Registration Data</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Voter Registration Data Can Be Used For</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Types of Information Can Be Disseminated</th>
<th>Address Confidentially Program?</th>
<th>Cost of Purchasing Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| New York  | None. Enough lists will be published to meet demand as determined by the board of elections. N.Y. ELECT. LAW § 5-604(3) (McKinney 2018). | Voter list cannot be used for non-election purposes. N.Y. ELECT. LAW § 5-109(5). | None explicitly codified.                                      | Yes, N.Y. ELECT. LAW § 5-608.   | Voter registration records are free online while printed records cost $0.25 per page.
| North Carolina | None. “[A]ny person” can get “a list of the registered voters” if requested. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 163A-621(6) (2017). | None explicitly codified.                                      | Social Security numbers, dates of birth, driver’s license numbers, and email addresses are confidential. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 163A-627(1)(c). | Yes, N.C. GEN. STAT. § 163A-627(1)(c). | One free copy of the list is provided to certain political candidates and parties. Others can get the list for $25. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 163A-627(1). |
| North Dakota (Does not have voter registration lists but maintains a voter list.) | The voter list is available to candidates, political parties, and committees only. N.D. CENT. CODE ANN. § 16.1-02-15 (West 2018). | The voter list can only be used for “election-related purposes.” N.D. CENT. CODE ANN. § 16.1-02-15. | Dates of birth and driver’s license numbers are restricted information. N.D. CENT. CODE ANN. § 16.1-02-15. | Yes, N.D. CENT. CODE ANN. § 14-07-1-18. | Governed by the Secretary of State. N.D. CENT. CODE ANN. § 15-3-02-15. Price not specifically listed, but a secondary source estimates the price at $2,000. |
| Ohio      | The voter list is available “to public inspection.” OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3503.011(A) (West 2018). | People who access the voter list cannot “use the information or data for profit.” OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3503.15(4). | None explicitly codified.                                      | Yes, OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3503.15(4). | Completely free online on the Secretary of State’s website. |
| Oklahoma  | None. “The list shall be kept in a public place: information.” OKLA. STAT. ANN. 66, § 7-104.5 (West 2018). | None explicitly codified.                                      | Social Security numbers and driver’s license numbers are restricted. OKLA. STAT. ANN. 66, § 4-115.2. | Yes, OKLA. STAT. ANN. 66, § 4-115.2. | Not statutorily specified, but it appears to be free on written request. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Restrictions on Who Can Access Voter Registration Data</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Voter Registration Data Can Be Used For</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Types of Information Can Be Disseminated</th>
<th>Address Confidentiality Program/</th>
<th>Cost of Purchasing Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>None. The voter list &quot;shall be open to public inspection and copying at all reasonable times.&quot; 1965 R.I. Gen. Laws § 17-9-15(b) 2018.</td>
<td>The list can only be used for political purposes, or in the furtherance of candidacy for political office. 1965 R.I. Gen. Laws § 17-9-5(b).</td>
<td>Nothing outside name, party, address, and voting district is strictly prohibited from candidacy or political office. 1965 R.I. Gen. Laws § 17-9-5(b).</td>
<td>Yes. 1965 R.I. Gen. Laws § 17-9-5(b)</td>
<td>Costs depend on the size of the request. For requests less than 20 pages, there will be no cost. For requests more than 20 pages, the cost is $0.15 per page. The Board may also charge $15.00 per hour for search and retrieval time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>None. The official registration records shall be public . . . S.C. Code Ann. § 7:5:410 2015.</td>
<td>Voter registration data cannot be used for commercial purposes. S.C. Code Ann. § 30-4-30.</td>
<td>None specifically codified.</td>
<td>No. A bill has been introduced in the General Assembly and sent to the House Committee on the Judiciary but has not been acted on since February 2, 2018.</td>
<td>The state election commission oversees the fees surrounding the list. There are minimum charges for voter data set at $75.00 for printed lists and $100.00 for CDs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Restrictions on Who Can Access Voter Registration Data</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Voter Registration Data Can Be Used For</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Types of Information Can Be Disclosed</th>
<th>Address Confidentiality Program?</th>
<th>Cost of Purchasing Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>None. The voter registration file shall be open to public inspection. S.D. CODEFED. LAWS § 14-4-9 (2018).</td>
<td>Voter registration data may only be used for election purposes and cannot be used for any commercial purpose. S.D. CODEFED. LAWS § 12-4-4.</td>
<td>Social Security numbers, driver’s license numbers, and voter’s date and month of birth are all restricted. S.D. CODEFED. LAWS § 12-4-9</td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>For electronic data files, the cost is $5,000 for the entire state, $1,000 per legislative district, and smaller fees charged for counties and smaller requests. For printed files, the cost is $5,500 for the entire state, $200 per legislative district, and smaller fees charged for counties and smaller requests. S.D. ADMIN. R. 541-15-09 (2018).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>None. The voter list is available to any person who complies with usage restrictions. Tenn. CODEFED. LAWS § 2-2-138(b)(1) (West 2014).</td>
<td>Voter registration information can only be used for political purposes. Tenn. CODEFED. LAWS § 2-2-138(b)(4).</td>
<td>Social Security numbers should be removed. Tenn. CODEFED. LAWS § 2-2-137.</td>
<td>Yes. Tenn. CODEFED. LAWS § 40-3-604.</td>
<td>The cost shall be established by the state election commission. Tenn. CODEFED. LAWS § 2-2-138(b)(1). Electronic records are $50.00 regardless of how much data is ordered and printed data cost $0.25 per voter name.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>None. The voter list will be provided &quot;to any person requesting it.&quot; Tex. ELEC. CODEFED. LAWS § 18.009(a) (West 2018).</td>
<td>Voter registration information cannot be used for commercial purposes. Tex. ELEC. CODEFED. LAWS § 18.009(b).</td>
<td>Social Security numbers, driver’s license numbers, and telephone numbers are confidential. Additionally, dates of birth cannot be published on the internet. Tex. ELEC. CODEFED. LAWS § 13.004.</td>
<td>Yes. Tex. ELEC. CODEFED. LAWS § 13.004.</td>
<td>Currently, the fee schedule for Texas is identical to that of Arizona’s (see above). Additionally, a $75.00 deposit and an $1.00 media output charge are added to any registration data request.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

270. RUTHERFORD CTY. ELECTION COM’N, ORDER FORM FOR RUTHERFORD COUNTY VOTER REGISTRATION DATA PURCHASE, available at https://election.rutherfordcounty.gov/pdf/Order Form.pdf [https://petr.us/cy/A3NL9NZ]
271. STATE OF TX. SECY OF STATE, VOTER REGISTRATION PUBLIC INFORMATION REQUEST FORM, available at https://www.sos.state.tx.us/elections/forms/pi.pdf [https://petr.us/cy/7MGZ2DQ05].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Restrictions on Who Can Access Voter Registration Data</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Voter Registration Data Can Be Used For</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Types of Information Can Be Disseminated</th>
<th>Address Confidentiality Program</th>
<th>Cost of Purchasing Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>The voter list can be distributed to government employees, health care providers, insurance companies, financial institutions, political parties and other &quot;qualified persons.&quot; UTAH CODE ANN. § 20A-104(3)(v)(i) (2016). (West 2017).</td>
<td>Certain recipients can only use the information for &quot;a political purpose.&quot; UTAH CODE ANN. § 20A-104(3)(v)(i).</td>
<td>Driver license numbers, Social Security numbers, email address, and date of birth are &quot;private record.&quot; Some government officials are still allowed to access birth dates, but normal requesters cannot. UTAH CODE ANN. § 20A-104(3).</td>
<td>Sort of—voters can request to classify their voter registration records as &quot;confidential.&quot; UTAH CODE ANN. § 20A-104(3).</td>
<td>Currently, the voter database can be purchased for $1,050.00.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>None. The list can be provided &quot;to any other person, upon request, at cost.&quot; VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 17, § 2 154(6)(g) (2018).</td>
<td>The voter registration data cannot be used &quot;for commercial purposes.&quot; VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 17, § 2154(6)(c)(1).</td>
<td>Voter’s month and day of birth, driver’s license number, email address, phone number, and Social Security number are confidential. VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 17, § 2154(6)(c)(1).</td>
<td>Yes. VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 17, § 2154(6)(c). Fees vary depending on staff used as well as the medium of reproduction.</td>
<td>Costs are determined by the individual town election clerks. VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 17, § 2154(6)(c). Fees vary depending on staff used as well as the medium of reproduction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>The list can be provided to candidates, political parties, political committees, incumbent officeholders, and &quot;members of the public or a nonprofit organization seeking to promote voter participation and registration.&quot; VA. CODE ANN. § 24-2:40(A) (West Supp. 2019).</td>
<td>The voter list shall be used only for campaign and political purposes as well as consistent services. VA. CODE ANN. § 24-2:40(A).</td>
<td>Social Security numbers and the birth month and day of individual voters are protected. VA. CODE ANN. §§ 24-2:40(A), 24-2:40(A)(b).</td>
<td>Yes. VA. CODE ANN. § 24-2:40(A).</td>
<td>Costs are to be &quot;reasonable&quot; and determined by the Virginia Department of Elections. Currently, the cost can only be determined through inquiry to the Virginia Department of Elections.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Restrictions on Who Can Access Voter Registration Data</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Voter Registration Data Can Be Used For</th>
<th>Restrictions on What Types of Information Can Be Disseminated</th>
<th>Address Confidentiality Program?</th>
<th>Cost of Purchasing Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>None. &quot;Any political party, committee, or person may request a list of all registered voters . . .&quot; WASH REV. CODE ANN. § 29A.40.130 (West 2013).</td>
<td>Voter lists cannot be used for commercial purposes, but can be used for election purposes. WASH REV. CODE ANN. § 29A.08.720.</td>
<td>Social Security numbers, residential addresses, and driver's license numbers are all restricted. WASH REV. CODE ANN. § 41.96.190.</td>
<td>Yes. WASH. REV. CODE ANN. § 29A.40.130.</td>
<td>The cost is free after someone makes a request to access the online database.275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>None. &quot;Any person may examine the&quot; voter list. W. VA. CODE ANN. § 3-2-50 (West 2013).</td>
<td>Voter lists may only be used for non-commercial purposes. W. VA. CODE ANN. § 3-2-50(c).</td>
<td>Telephone numbers, email addresses, Social Security numbers, and driver's license numbers are restricted information. W. VA. CODE ANN. § 3-2-50(b).</td>
<td>Yes. W. VA. CODE ANN. § 48-2-105.</td>
<td>The cost for voter registration data is $0.01 per individual voter. W. VA. CODE ANN. § 3-2-50(c).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>None. &quot;The list shall be open to public inspection . . . and shall be electronically accessible by any person . . .&quot; WIS. STAT. ANN. § 6.36(2)(a) (West Supp. 2013).</td>
<td>None explicitly codified.</td>
<td>Data of births, driver's license numbers, and Social Security numbers are restricted information. WIS. STAT. ANN. § 6.35(2)(a)(1)(a).</td>
<td>Yes. WIS. STAT. ANN. § 6.47.</td>
<td>The price is determined by the State of Wisconsin Elections Commission. The total cost for a statewide list is $11.25 per .276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>The lists can be distributed to political candidates, campaign committees, political parties, officials, those supporting or opposing ballot issues, and &quot;organizations which promote voter participation.&quot; WYO. STAT. ANN. § 22-2-113(b).</td>
<td>Lists can only be used for non-commercial purposes. WYO. STAT. ANN. § 22-2-113(b).</td>
<td>Data other than names, gender, addresses, and party affiliation &quot;shall be kept confidential.&quot; WYO. STAT. ANN. § 22-2-113(b).</td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>The data is free upon request.277</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>